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In this fully updated Eight Edition of Leadership: Theory and Practice, a new
chapter on Followership examines the central role followers play in the leadership
process and unpacks the characteristics of both effective and ineffective
followers. The new edition also includes a new Ethical Leadership Style
Questionnaire and new coverage on the dark side of leadership and destructive
leadership. Adopted at more than 1600 institutions in 89 countries and translated
into 13 different languages, this market-leading text successfully combines an
academically robust account of the major theories and models of leadership with
an accessible style and special emphasis on how leadership theory can inform
leadership practice. Peter G. Northouse uses a consistent structure for each
chapter, allowing students to easily compare and contrast the various theories.
Case studies and questionnaires provide students with practical examples and
opportunities to deepen their personal understanding of their own leadership.
The definitive, bestselling text in the field of change management, Making Sense
of Change Management provides a thorough overview of the subject for both
students and professionals. Along with explaining the theory of change
management, it comprehensively covers the models, tools, and techniques of
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successful change management so organizations can adapt to tough market
conditions and succeed by changing their strategies, structures, boundaries,
mindsets, leadership behaviours and of course their expectations of the people
who work within them. This completely revised and updated 4th edition of Making
Sense of Change Management includes more international examples and case
studies, emerging new thinking and practice in the area of cultural change and a
new chapter on the interrelationship with project management (PM) and change
management. It also covers complexity models, agile approaches, and
stakeholder management along with cultural sensitivity and what to do when
cultures collide. Making Sense of Change Management remains essential
reading for anyone who is currently part of, or leading, a change initiative. Online
supporting resources include lecture slides, making this an ideal textbook for
MBA or graduate students focusing on leading or managing change.
The Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling Introduction to
Leadership: Concepts and Practice provides readers with a clear overview of the
complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better
leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating
a vision, establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup members, and
overcoming obstacles. Three interactive components in every chapter—selfPage 2/25
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assessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action
worksheets—get readers actively involved in applying leadership concepts to their
own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully
updated, highly practical Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders
can embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as new material on the dark side of
leadership and a new ethical leadership style questionnaire.
The Christian world has been rocked by the number of prominent leaders, in both
church and parachurch organizations, who have been compromised by moral,
ethical, and theological failures. This pace-setting volume addresses this
alarming problem and offers Christian leaders valuable guidance in dealing with
the inherent risks of their work. Using biblical and current examples, the authors
describe the characteristics of five types of leaders and the problems that are
most likely to develop if their particular dysfunctions develop unrestrained.
McIntosh and Rima offer a series of steps for leaders to consider so they can
take control of their dark side and learn to harness its creative powers. This
edition includes a new introduction, updated information throughout, a selfassessment tool, and other additional material. Includes endorsements from John
Maxwell, Leighton Ford, Leith Anderson, and Rob Angel.
Planning is central to economic, social and environmental life but its practice is
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frequently criticised by all who engage in it. Seen as too restrictive by those who
promote development and too weak by those opposing it, planners who advise
on proposals cannot sit on the fence. Is it the planning system that is problematic
or is it the planners who work within it? This valuable book examines these
issues at the continuing professional development level and discusses the ways
in which management theories, tools and techniques can be applied to planning
practice and used by all who engage in it. Written by an experienced author and
widely respected academic, the book includes case studies and question and
answer sections, and will be valuable through both initial and continuous
professional education, helping candidates prepare for examinations and
subsequent management.
The Fourth edition of Peter G. Northouse's bestselling Introduction to Leadership:
Concepts and Practice provides readers with a clear overview of the complexities
of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better leaders. The
text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision,
establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup members, and
overcoming obstacles. Three interactive components of every chapter - selfassessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action
worksheets - get readers actively involved in applying leadership concepts to
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their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully
updated, highly practical Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders
can embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as new material on the dark side of
leadership and a new ethical leadership style questionnaire. -- from back cover.
101 management theories from the world’s best management thinkers – the fast,
focussed and express route to success. As a busy manager, you need solutions
to everyday work problems fast. The Little Book of Big Management Theories
gives you access to the very best theories and models that every manager
should know and be able to use. Cutting through the waffle and hype, McGrath
and Bates concentrate on the theories that really matter to managers day-to-day.
Each theory is covered in two pages – telling you what it is, how to use it and the
questions you should be asking – so you can immediately apply your new
knowledge in the real world. The Little Book of Big Management Theories will
ensure you can: Quickly resolve a wide range of practical management problems
Be a better, more decisive manager who gets the job done Better motivate and
influence your staff, colleagues and stakeholders Improve your standing and
demonstrate that you are ready for promotion All you need to know and how to
apply it – in a nutshell.
This sixth edition combines an academically robust account of major theories,
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approaches, models, and themes of leadership with an accessible style and
numerous practical exercises.
Offering valuable insight into how effective leadership is formed, performed &
sustained, this book describes elements of leadership formation, performance &
sustainability that cut across gender, culture & context.
We offer these texts bundled together at a discount for your students. Peter G.
Northouse, Leadership: Theory and Practice, Sixth Edition Adopted at more than 1,000
colleges and universities worldwide, the market-leading text owes its success to the
unique way in which it combines an academically robust account of the major theories
and models of leadership with an accessible style and practical exercises that help
students apply what they learn. Each chapter follows a consistent format, allowing
students to contrast the various theories. Three case studies in each chapter provide
practical examples of the theories discussed. Peter G. Northouse, Leadership
Interactive eBook: Theory and Practice, Sixth Edition This dynamic eBook provides selfassessment questionnaires with saveable results, integrated links to engaging video
and audio as well as access to complete academic and professional articles, all from
the same pages found in the printed text. You will also have access to study tools such
as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, an organized media library that allows you to
see and access all media assets in each chapter, and more!
"Now with a new chapter on Inclusive Leadership Adopted in thousands of courses in
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89 countries and translated into 15 different languages, this market-leading text
successfully combines an academically robust account of the major theories and
models of leadership with an accessible style and focus on how leadership theory can
inform leadership practice. Peter G. Northouse uses a consistent structure for each
chapter, allowing readers to easily compare and contrast different theories. Case
studies and questionnaires provide students with practical examples and opportunities
to deepen their understanding of their own leadership style. Key Features: A consistent
chapter structure outlines each approach, how it works, and the major studies behind it,
followed by an analysis of the strengths and criticisms for each approach Three case
studies in each chapter help students to apply leadership theories in real-world
scenarios. Questionnaires within each chapter provides self-assessment and reflection
opportunities for each theory presented. New to This Edition: New Chapter on Inclusive
Leadership provides a model of inclusive leadership that examines antecedent
conditions, leader behaviors, and positive organizational outcomes associated with
inclusive leadership 18 new real-world case studies profile leaders around the globe
including cases on New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, a mental health
program in Zimbabwe, and how a university in the US responds to crisis. New
discussion of leadership and morality explores leadership as a neutral process and
leadership as a moral process"-If you are looking for a more holistic and critical take on the field of leadership, look no
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further! The Second Edition of Theory and Practice of Leadership is an engaging and
highly-respected text that offers an exploration of leadership at all levels of organization
– whether that leadership is traditional or virtual, and whether the organization is
corporate and non-profit.
Get access to an interactive eBook* when you buy the paperback (Print paperback
version only, ISBN 9781506311166) Translated into 12 different languages and used in
89 countries across more than 1,000 colleges, universities, and institutions worldwide,
this market-leading text successfully combines an academically robust account of the
major theories and models of leadership with an accessible style using practical
examples that help students apply what they learn. New to This Edition: A new chapter
on Adaptive Leadership explores how leaders encourage followers to adapt to tough
issues and thrive in challenging environments A new chapter on Psychodynamic
Leadership focuses on the processes and dynamics of human behavior, providing a
clinically informed approach to help leaders understand their own behavior and their
followers' in order to best influence their followers. New and expanded coverage on
power and influence, the dark side of leadership, pseudo-transformational leadership,
stages of moral development, virtual teams, and shared leadership Key Features: A
consistent chapter structure outlines each approach and the major studies behind them,
presents strengths and criticisms for each approach, and provides case studies and a
self-assessment questionnaire at the end of each chapter, allowing students to easily
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compare and contrast the various theories. Three case studies in each chapter help
students to apply leadership concepts in real-world scenarios. A leadership instrument
and questionnaire within each chapter provide self-assessment and reflection
opportunities for each theory presented. SAGE edge offers a robust online environment
featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study, and further
exploration, keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching and
learning. Get access to an interactive eBook* when you buy the paperback (Print
paperback version only, ISBN 9781506311166) The dynamic Interactive eBook goes
way beyond highlighting and note-taking! Your students can read their mobile-friendly
eBook anywhere, anytime with easy access across desktop, smartphone, and tablet
devices. Using the VitalSource Bookshelf® platform, students can download the book
to a personal computer and read it offline, share notes and highlights with instructors
and classmates who are using the same eBook, and "follow" friends and instructors as
they make their own notes and highlights. By simply clicking on icons in the eBook,
your students can experience a broad array of integrated multimedia resources
including engaging video and audio, as well as access to relevant academic and
professional articles. *interactivity only available through Vitalsource eBook
A Manager's Guide to Self-Development has become the indispensable guide for
building management skills. Now in its fifth edition the book details a self-development
programme aimed at helping readers improve their managerial performance, advance
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their careers and realize their full potential.
Roadwork: Theory and Practice, now in its sixth edition, gives the essential information
needed by every road worker, highway technician, incorporated, graduate or chartered
engineer, not only by explaining the theory of road construction and its associated
activities, but by illustrating its application with practical working methods that are in use
in everyday engineering practice. As such, it successfully bridges the gap so often
found between civil engineering theory and the day-to-day work of a highways
engineer. The authors have drawn from a lifetime of experience in the construction
industry and included current design and construction practices.
Adopted at more than 1,000 colleges and universities worldwide, the market-leading
text owes its success to the unique way in which it combines an academically robust
account of the major theories and models of leadership with an accessible style and
practical exercises that help students apply what they learn. Each chapter follows a
consistent format, allowing students to contrast the various theories. Three case studies
in each chapter provide practical examples of the theories discussed.
Designed for those interested in understanding and improving communication in health care
settings, this text is written from the dual perspective of nursing and communication. The
authors analyze the importance of such factors as empathy, control, self-discipline,
confirmation, collaboration and autonomy. provides information on ethical, nonverbal, small
group and conflict resolution communication and presents practical strategies for complex
problems in health care today.
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Build a Modern L&D Team Organizations are facing an era of rapid acceleration. As new
technology and digital strategies are integrated, workers at all levels will be required to build
capability much faster than before, navigating more complex systems and processes. Yet,
learning and development (L&D) has lagged in this area, as too many L&D functions still focus
on transactional interactions across a broad and complex portfolio while starved for resources.
In L&D’s Playbook for the Digital Age, Brandon Carson makes the case that it’s time to
reorient L&D, take a more proactive role in enabling the workforce, and create a new
framework for developing skills and capabilities. L&D leaders must realize theirs is one of the
most critical business functions and must be appropriately funded and resourced to realize the
performance gains that are crucial to the business. L&D cannot be caught standing still and, in
fact, needs a new playbook to navigate the radical and complex transformation the digital age
is demanding. Stemming from the sports world, a playbook ensures the players know their
roles, connect as a team, and understand the winning strategy and how to execute the game
plan. For L&D, a playbook can help build alignment across the team and with stakeholders by
being flexible as business needs change. Carson walks you through the steps to formulate
how a new playbook could help the alignment of your L&D function—whether it’s restructuring,
new skilling, or rescoping. He asks readers to speak the language of business instead of the
language of learning. For example, does your workforce repair aircraft or do they enable safe
flight? In other words, can you be the visionary your organization requires?
Experience the eBook today! Take a demo of Chapter 7: Creating a Vision This dynamic new
Interactive eBook version of the Peter G. Northouse’s Introduction to Leadership: Concepts
and Practice, Third Edition is ideal for students in online and traditional courses who prefer a
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more contemporary, multimedia-integrated presentation for learning. It provides students with
integrated links to engaging video and audio as well as access to complete academic and
professional articles, all from the same pages found in the printed text. Students will also have
immediate access to study tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, and more!
This interactive ebook is available for stand-alone purchase, but it comes FREE when
purchased in a bundle with the print version. Click here for more details of the ebook and print
copy bundle.
The Second Edition of Studying Leadership guides the reader through the cacophony of
competing perspectives and models of leadership; now updated with expanded discussion of
hot topics like followership, gender, ethics, authenticity and leadership and the arts, set against
the backdrop of the global financial crisis. Conceived by Chris Grey as an antidote to
conventional textbooks, each book in the ‘Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably
Cheap’ series takes a core area of the curriculum and turns it on its head by providing a
critical and sophisticated overview of the key issues and debates in an informal, conversational
and often humorous way. Suitable for students, researchers and practitioners studying
leadership across all disciplines.
Outdoor Leadership, Second Edition, is the definitive text for developing student leadership in
outdoor and adventure settings throughout the world. Crafted by an author team internationally
recognized for their research, teaching, and experience in outdoor and adventure leadership,
this new edition provides students with the foundational knowledge they need to develop as
competent professionals in the field. Grounded in Eight Core Competencies Through Outdoor
Leadership, Second Edition, students are introduced to eight core competencies that the
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authors consider essential to outdoor leadership: 1. Foundational knowledge 2. Selfawareness and professional conduct 3. Decision making and judgment 4. Teaching and
facilitation 5. Environmental stewardship 6. Program management 7. Safety and risk
management 8. Technical ability This unique approach to outdoor and adventure leadership
will help students meet current professional standards in the field as they prepare for careers in
education and recreation. The students move step by step through the materials and
assignments, gaining and demonstrating leadership competencies, which they will document
through a portfolio of their course experiences. The development of these portfolios is a highly
practical and valuable takeaway for students looking to get a leg up as they ready themselves
for their careers. New to the Text This latest edition of Outdoor Leadership offers new features,
material, and resources, including: • The expertise and perspectives of new author Marni
Goldenberg • A new chapter on program assessment • A new chapter on developing cultural
and social justice competencies as an outdoor leader • A redistribution of the content on
values and ethics (formerly a single chapter) across multiple chapters • An increased
emphasis on international perspectives • A stronger focus on outdoor leadership in the area of
ecotourism • Revisions to address critical issues in the evolving field of outdoor and adventure
leadership • New ancillaries, including an instructor guide (which includes learning and
portfolio activities for each chapter, as well as other new learning experiences), a test package,
and a presentation package Emphasizing Both Theory and Practice While primarily directed at
novice outdoor leaders, , is useful for more experienced outdoor leaders as well, including
administrative and supervisory personnel in outdoor leadership organizations. The authors
have created a balance between theory and practice as they explore the eight core
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competencies by doing the following: • Introducing students to a wide variety of theories and
concepts integral to outdoor leadership • Using chapter-opening vignettes to illustrate the
theories and concepts addressed in the chapter • Acquainting readers with numerous
organizations and agencies in which outdoor leaders work • Offering a series of learning
activities and professional development exercises to transform the theoretical into the practical
Preparing Students for Successful Careers The result is a highly useful resource that grounds
students in the theories, concepts, and competencies that they need in order to be successful
leaders in outdoor and adventure settings. This competency-based approach will help aspiring
outdoor leaders plan safe, enjoyable, and ecologically responsible expeditions; acquire and
showcase their leadership abilities, culminating in a professional portfolio; and develop the
knowledge and expertise they need to be effective leaders.
When Richard Rumelt's Good Strategy/Bad Strategy was published in 2011, it immediately
struck a chord, calling out as bad strategy the mish-mash of pop culture, motivational slogans
and business buzz speak so often and misleadingly masquerading as the real thing. Since
then, his original and pragmatic ideas have won fans around the world and continue to help
readers to recognise and avoid the elements of bad strategy and adopt good, action-oriented
strategies that honestly acknowledge the challenges being faced and offer straightforward
approaches to overcoming them. Strategy should not be equated with ambition, leadership,
vision or planning; rather, it is coherent action backed by an argument. For Rumelt, the heart of
good strategy is insight into the hidden power in any situation, and into an appropriate
response - whether launching a new product, fighting a war or putting a man on the moon.
Drawing on examples of the good and the bad from across all sectors and all ages, he shows
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how this insight can be cultivated with a wide variety of tools that lead to better thinking and
better strategy, strategy that cuts through the hype and gets results.
A perennial best-seller with clear coverage of leaderhip theories plus case studies and
questionnaires. Adopted at more than 800 colleges and universities worldwide. Hallmark
features - Consistently organized chapters are devoted to major leadership theories and follow
the same structure: explanation of the theory, how it works, strengths and criticisms,
applications in a real-life setting, brief case studies, and a questionnaire. - Leadership
instruments and questionnaires provide reflection opportunities and add a significant and
immediate reality check to each theory presented - Chronological presentation of theories
gives readers a sense of the history and evolution of leadership theory New to the Fifth Edition
- Authentic Leadership makes its debut as the new Chapter 10 - Expanded Discussions of
leader-member exchange theory, transformation leadership, culture and leadership, and
servant leadership expose students to additional concepts and issues. - Numerous,
contemporary case studies and examples—many new to this edition—supplement each major
theory or topic, encouraging students to apply leadership concepts to specific scenarios
Instructor and Student Resources at www.sagepub.com/northouse5e
The book will help nurses and other health care professionals improve their personal
communication style and master one of the most important aspects of health care - effective
communication with the patient. New sections in this edition include a chapter on multicultural
issues; new material on communicating across the lifespan; attention on public health issues,
ethics and effective communication techniques; and case studies for communicating with AIDS
patients and "family".
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Managing Organizational Change describes change as an on-going phenomenon, not
an event that will soon be over, but a permanent feature of organizational life. This
enhanced new edition refocuses on how change is achieved through relational
communication based on conversations, narrations and storytelling. New to this edition:
• An extended coverage of diagnosis and intervention with an emphasis on
appreciative inquiry • Revised cases and newer conversational episodes from a wide
variety of organizational settings • A variety of activities designed to engage students
and enhance their learning outcomes. This textbook is ideal for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of change management and for those aspiring to become
managers and consultants.
Cases in Leadership, Third Edition is a unique collection of 32 real-world leadership
cases from Ivey Publishing plus 16 practitioner readings from the Ivey Business
Journal. The updated casebook helps business students gain a better understanding of
leadership and enables them to be more effective leaders through their careers. Each
of the selected cases are about complex leadership issues that require the attention of
the decision maker. This casebook provides an invaluable supplement to any standard
leadership text by connecting theory to actual cases. However, it has been organized to
work especially well in conjunction with the Sixth Edition of Peter Northouse’s
Leadership: Theory and Practice.
The subject of leadership raises many questions: What is it? How does it differ from
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management and command? Are leaders born or bred? Who are the leaders? Do we
actually need leaders? Inevitably, the answers are provocative and partial; leadership is
a hugely important topic of debate. There are constant calls for 'greater' or 'stronger'
leadership, but what this actually means, how we can evaluate it, and why it's important
are not very clear. In this Very Short Introduction Keith Grint prompts the reader to
rethink their understanding of what leadership is. He examines the way leadership has
evolved from its earliest manifestations in ancient societies, highlighting the beginnings
of leadership writings through Plato, Sun Tzu, Machiavelli and others, to consider the
role of the social, economic, and political context undermining particular modes of
leadership. Exploring the idea that leaders cannot exist without followers, and
recognising that we all have diverse experiences and assumptions of leadership, Grint
looks at the practice of management, its history, future, and influence on all aspects of
society. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Military veterans have had some of the most intensive leadership training available.
Many return to their communities seeking to apply what they have learned. Those who
enter the world of public affairs—where colleagues are increasingly less likely to have
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served in the military—may encounter a popular misconception: that military leadership
is all about exercising authority and giving orders. In fact military leadership is based on
interpersonal dynamics, often learned through trying circumstances. Effective
management of civil emergencies—as shown by 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina—calls for
the same official demeanor, decisiveness and trustworthiness as does combat. Good
leadership is fundamentally the same in ordinary day-to-day challenges as well. This
book describes how the principles and methods of military leadership are effective for
public service. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
In this fully updated Eight Edition of Leadership: Theory and Practice, a new chapter on
Followership examines the central role followers play in the leadership process and
unpacks the characteristics of both effective and ineffective followers. The new edition
also includes a new Ethical Leadership Style Questionnaire and new coverage on the
dark side of leadership and destructive leadership. Adopted at more than 1600
institutions in 89 countries and translated into 13 different languages, this market
leading text successfully combines an academically robust account of the major
theories and models of leadership with an accessible style and special emphasis on
how leadership theory can inform leadership practice. Peter G. Northouse uses a
consistent structure for each chapter, allowing students to easily compare and contrast
the various theories. Case studies and questionnaires provide students with practical
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examples and opportunities to deepen their personal understanding of their own
leadership.
Take a tour of the Interactive eBook online! ? This Interactive eBook is FREE when
bundled with the print version! Instructors: Bundle this Interactive eBook with its print
version and your students get the eBook for free! Use Bundle ISBN: 9781506305288
Contact your Sales Representative for more information. This dynamic Interactive
eBook version of the Seventh Edition of Northouse's bestselling text, Leadership goes
way beyond highlighting and note-taking! Read your mobile-friendly eBook anywhere,
anytime with easy access across desktop, smartphone, and tablet devices. Using the
VitalSource Bookshelf® platform, download your book to a personal computer and read
it offline, share notes and highlights with instructors and classmates who are using the
same eBook, and "follow" friends and instructors as they make their own notes and
highlights. Simply click on icons in the eBook to experience a broad array of multimedia
resources as well as access to academic and professional articles. VIDEO: Relevant
interviews, lectures, personal stories, inquiries, animated graphics, and other clips bring
deeper learning and understanding as you explore key topics. AUDIO: Engaging
podcasts and audio resources supplement and enrich key points within the text.
REFERENCE AND JOURNAL ARTICLES: Access to articles from SAGE's influential
journals, handbooks, and encyclopedias offer important background and exposure to
seminal work in your field of study. Students: Still need to purchase an Access Code?
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Just select the "Buy Item Now" button on this page to purchase your individual access
code. View a sample chapter from the interactive eBook. Please contact yourSales
Representative for more information.
Quality leadership is integral to the very future of our profession. And it doesn't only
come from the top down. Effective leadership is customer-focused and collaborative,
fostering a service culture that invites the involvement of individuals in every part and at
every level of the organization, as the authors persuasively demonstrate in this practical
new book. Drawing from case studies as well as the literature of business and social
sciences, the authors provide guidance on how to apply the values of service
leadership to both public and academic libraries. Through the use of examples,
exercises, and tools for development, this book walks readers through the steps
needed to create a sustainable, service-oriented model by Explaining how a service
culture reaches beyond the individual leader with positional authority and extends to all
individualsShowing ways to build rapport and trust within an organization, and how to
balance encouragement with accountabilityDetailing strategic thinking and planning
methods that will lead to improvements in customer service, human resources,
organizational development, and trainingHelping library leaders create a sustainable
service culture through codifying their organization’s values, with advice on policies
and procedures such as recruitment, performance evaluation, compensation, and
succession planningDiscussing the environment of change in libraries, showing how a
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library’s organizational culture is at the center of being responsive and staying
relevantThis valuable resource gathers the principles and best practices of leadership,
and points the way towards creating a service culture that makes every staff member a
library leader.
Bundle the Print Version of Peter G. Northouse’s Introduction to Leadership: Concepts
and Practice, Third Edition with the Interactive eBook for FREE! Peter G. Northouse,
Introduction to Leadership Concepts and Practice, Third Edition Offering a
straightforward introduction to the basic principles of leadership, Peter G. Northouse’s
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition provides readers with
practical strategies for becoming more effective leaders in organizational settings and in
their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory, this applied and reader-friendly text
emphasizes the invaluable “how-to” components of leadership. Focusing on
developing the unique strengths of the leader, it presents an array of interactive
learning tools that help readers identify their leadership preferences, reflect on
leadership opportunities and experiences, and strengthen their leadership skills. Peter
G. Northouse, Introduction to Leadership Concepts and Practice Interactive Ebook,
Third Edition This dynamic new Interactive eBook version of the Peter G. Northouse’s
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition is ideal for students in
online and traditional courses who prefer a more contemporary, multimedia-integrated
presentation for learning. It provides students with integrated links to engaging video
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and audio as well as access to complete academic and professional articles, all from
the same pages found in the printed text. Students will also have immediate access to
study tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, and more! Please contact
your Sales Representative for more information.
Drawing on the most up-to-date policies and professional regulations, and with an
emphasis on the provision of person-centred care, the authors - both of whom have
backgrounds in clinical practice, education and management - show how essential
leadership and management skills can be applied across a range of situations in
everyday practice.
New chapter on Destructive Leadership! The Fifth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice provides readers with a clear,
concise overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies
for becoming better leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities
such as creating a vision, establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup
members, and overcoming obstacles. Case studies, self-assessment questionnaires,
observational exercises, and reflection and action worksheets engage readers to apply
leadership concepts to their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest
research, the fully updated, highly practical Fifth Edition includes a new chapter on
destructive leadership, 18 new cases, and 5 new Leadership Snapshots. This title is
accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE
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representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an
intuitive digital platform that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a
learning experience that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive multimedia
tools, all carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking.
Built with you and your students in mind, it offers simple course set-up and enables
students to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video with Assessment
Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning objectives and
curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a sample video now.
LMS Cartridge (formerly known as SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor
resources into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t
use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the
password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more. Share with your students: 3
Key Components that Enable Destructive Leadership
Explores the possibilities and challenges of Asian immigrant Christian leadership in the
United States. In A Postcolonial Leadership, Choi Hee An explores the interwoven
relationship between Asian immigrant leadership in general and Asian immigrant
Christian leadership in the United States. Using several current leadership theories, she
analyzes the current landscape of US leadership and explores how Asian immigrant
leaders, including Christian leaders, exercise leadership and confront challenges within
this context. Drawing upon postcolonial theory and its analysis of power, Choi examines
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the multilayered dynamics of the Asian immigrant community and Christian
congregations in their postcolonial contexts, and offers a new liberative interpretation of
colonized history and culture in order to propose postcolonial leadership as a new
leadership model for Asian immigrant leaders. “This book includes a wide variety of
historical, contemporary, and cross-cultural understanding of leadership theories; in
particular, it provides a unique understanding of the challenges and possibilities of
Asian American leadership in immigrant communities and churches. Anyone interested
in the topic will appreciate the depth and breadth that this work provides.” — Sangyil
Sam Park, author of Korean Preaching, Han, and Narrative
"This is a must-have book for educational leadership." –Joseph Mukuni, Virginia Tech
University Engaging, practical, and relevant, Leadership Case Studies in Education,
Second Edition applies leadership theories in educational settings. Designed to be used
alongside Leadership: Theory and Practice, Eighth Edition, this casebook provides
relevant, substantive, and contemporary case studies on leadership issues in Higher
Education and K-12 Education. Each of the 32 case studies include critical thinking
questions that encourage students to apply leadership theory and concepts to real-life
situations. Fully updated with new citations, statistics, and a new chapter on
followership, Leadership Case Studies in Education is the perfect companion for
educational leadership courses. Bundle with Northouse’s Leadership: Theory and
Practice, Eighth Edition ISBN: 978-1-5443-3018-1
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Read Book Leadership Practice Peter G Northouse
ORDER THE BUNDLE AND SAVE! Our bestselling leadership book is now available
with cases in leadership at a discounted price. Order Leadership: Theory and Practice
by Peter Northouse with Cases in Leadership by W. Glenn Rowe and save over 20%!
Heartened by the positive response to previous editions of Leadership: Theory and
Practice, this Fourth Edition is written with the same objective to bridge the gap
between the often simplistic popular approaches to leadership and the more abstract
theoretical approaches. Learn more at www.sagepub.com/northouse4e Cases in
Leadership is a unique collection of 30 real-world leadership cases from Ivey Publishing
plus fourteen practitioner readings from the Ivey Business Journal. This casebook helps
business students gain a better understanding of leadership and enables them to be
more effective leaders through their careers. The selected cases are about complex
leadership issues that require the attention of the decision-maker in each case. This
supplemental text is intended for advanced undergraduate and graduate leadership
courses taught in management departments, schools of public administration, and
communication departments. It is organized to work especially well in conjunction with
the Fourth Edition of Peter Northouse’s Leadership: Theory and Practice, (SAGE,
2007), but is suitable for use with any standard textbook on leadership. Learn more at
www.sagepub.com/rowe
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